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'Waking Up Dead' Movie Featuring Ex-SKID ROW
Drummer To Be Released In U.K. - July 26, 2007

"Waking Up Dead", a film about the seedy underworld of
'80s metal as seen through the eyes of SKID ROW and
SAIGON KICK member Phil Varone, received its
long-awaited North American DVD release on June 26 via
MVD Visual. According to Varone, the DVD will be issued
in the U.K. on October 29. More details will be made
available soon.

Directed by Emmy Award-winning journalist Fabio Jafet
and filmed over a four-year period, "Waking Up Dead"
was previously described by Varone as "a great lesson on
life for anyone who watches it. . . I traded everything …
my family, friends and finances … all for my addictions and
the world of sex, drugs and rock and roll."

A preview of "Waking Up Dead" may be seen on the
film's web site, WakingUpDeadMovie.com.

Copies of "Waking Up Dead" can be ordered via
Amazon.com.

To report any abusive, obscene, defamatory, racist,
homophobic or threatening comments, or anything that may
violate any applicable laws, please send an e-mail to
bmouth@bellatlantic.net with pertinent details. Anyone
posting such material will be immediately and permanently
banned. IP addresses are recorded to aid us in enforcing
these conditions.
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posted by : Alive_To_Suffer
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COMMENT | hey 
posted by : leavenoasses
7/26/2007 8:26:48 AM

sebastian bach rules! 

COMMENT | DVD
posted by : RiotAct666
7/26/2007 10:23:15 AM

I just bought the U.S. Version yesterday. Haven't got
to watch it yet though.

COMMENT | #1
posted by : Acekicken
7/28/2007 12:07:59 AM

Brand new CD from Baz comes out in Oct.2007!
MRV CEO Jack Ponti states:
"Sebastian Bach has proven himself to be a true multi
media star of music, stage and television. 
He has delivered a record of incredible depth and
intensity that displays his growth as an artist.
We look forward with eager anticipation to this journey
together and are honoured to be part of it." 

Baz is now with EMI one of the 4 biggest Record 
Company's in the world..... 

Pass it on :~}

In order to post a comment, please log in first.
If you aren't signed up, sign up now.
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